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Introduction



The problem is always to understand the vacuum !





1975-Fritzsch-Minkowski

Glueballs


8 x 8 = 1+…   8 x 8 x 8 = 1 + … 

The existence of glueballs would provide an experimental tool for 
understanding the behaviour of soft gluonic fields and the vacuum in QCD 
which would be instrumental in understanding the confinement mechanism.



Lattice QCD

Glueballs Theory





Is unquenching all of QCD? 

NO! 


Meson-glueball mixing!!



A full unquenched QCD lattice calculation which incorporates 
meson-glueball mixing should reproduce the physical 
spectrum. This calculation is not yet possible, however several 
approximate studies have been carried out and they all tend 
to decrease the mass of the lowest scalar and pseudscalar 
glueballs, but not so the mass of the tensor glueball. 


Another interesting result would be to determine the decay 
channels of the glueballs and calculate their widths to provide 
with clear experimental signals. Since lattice QCD is worked 
out in Euclidean space-time these calculations are difficult 
and their results have not achieved consensus in the 
community





Non-perturbative calculations

Bag model (Jaffe -Johnson) Lattice QCD

Caveat: coupling constant fitted to conventional hadrons 



Relativistic Potential Models (Mathieu-Buisseret-Semay)

Caveat: they do fit the lowest lying glueball

One step beyond!



Sum rules, 1/N and the scalar glueball
-Dominguez and Paver, Bordes, Penarrocha and Gimenez , and Kisslinger and 
Johnson obtain by means of low energy theorems and/or sum rule calculations 
with (or without) instanton contributions a low lying (mass < 700 MeV), narrow ( < 
100 MeV) scalar glueball. 

-Vento using  broken OZI dynamics, 1/N and mixing obtains also a scalar glueball 
(mass< 700 MeV) and also small width (< 100 MeV)

-Narison and collaborators using a two (substracted and unsubstracted) sum rules 
prefer a broader (200-800 MeV), heavier (700-1000 MeV) gluonium whose 
properties imply a strong violation of the Okubo-Zweig-Ishimura’s (OZI) rule. 

-Forkel in a sophisticated sum rule calculation using the instanton vacuum obtains 
the lowest gluonium at 1250 ± 200MeV with a large width (300 MeV). However, he 
has some strength at lower masses which he is not able to ascribe to a resonance in 
the fits.

- The eta(1405) was proposed by the Mark II experiment as a possible pseudo 
scalar glueball. But lattice QCD gives masses above 2 GeV.

Question: is lattice QCD missing the low lying  glueballs? How does mixing affect 
the glueball masses?



Glueballs Phenomenology
Scalar

Pseudoscalar

Tensor



-Non perturbative técniques point to a low lying scalar glueball mass< 1000 
MeV . The f0(500) could hide a glueball strongly mixed with a meson state. 
They also point to a higher lying glueball m >1250, which could be hiding in the 
big bump at the 1310.


-Other treatments Amsler-Close have made a point in favor of the f0(1500) or 
Chanowitz and his chiral suppresion scheme in favor of the f0(1710) . The latter 
do not exclude the low mass glueballs.


-In the pseudoscalar sector the eta and eta prime might be mixed meson 
glueball states.


- Relations between AdS/CFT and the PDG



Mixing f0(1710) and f0(1500)

ms ~1 +  O(Nc^-1)~1500 MeV

mg~1 +  O(Nc^-2)~1500 MeV

a~b~c~ O(Nc^-2) < 200 MeV

Weak mixing  f0(1710)

Looking for glueballs



Strong mixing f0 (1500)

f0(1500) f0(2020)f0(1710)



Pseudoscalar glueballs 

Mixing eta(545), eta’(958) and glueball: Chiral Lagrangian with pseudoscalar  
glueball 

The traditional chiral scheme leads for the masses of eta and eta’  to a relation in 
terms of one mixing angle. 

Which does not provide  the physical mass ratio! 

and to a mass relation



We incorporate a pseudoscalar glueball to the chiral scheme to implement  
the axial anomaly together with the eta_0. In order to fit the data we need to 
include a coupling between the octet meson and the glueball, whose ultimate 
origin is the difference in mass between the up and down quarks and the 
strange quarks. The effective theory leads to a 3x3 mass matrix whose 
physical states are the eta, eta’ and glueball. 



In order to determine fix parameters we look at J/Psi decays to eta and eta’, and eta, eta’ 
decays to photons fixing the mass of eta and eta’ to the physical masses.

Our fit  leads to a mass compatible with Lattice QCD 

We are able to parametrize the mass matrix  in terms of two mixing angles which depend on 
the glueball mass in a complicated manner.

Note that the eta’ has a large glueball component. 



We are able to predict J/Psi decays into the pseudoscalar glueball



We studied eta,eta’glueball mixing in a sophisticated bag model with center of mass 

motion corrections and recoil corrections.

It was argued by Kuti that the problem with the calculation of Jaffe and 
Johnson was that they took the same parameters as for the baryons. If the 
scale is fixed to the lowests mass lattice glueball, the spectrum is quite 
compatible with lattice QCD. 

Bag Model





AdS/CFT Back to the scalar spectrum

Top down approach of Brower, Mathur and Tan







Using the graviton
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Bottom-up approach



Hardwall model a slice of AdS5

H. Boschi-Filho and N. R. F. Braga,



Softwall models modified AdS5 with dilaton 

P. Colangelo, F. De Fazio, F. Jugeau 
and S. Nicotri, Rinaldi-Vento



J. Erlich, E. Katz, D. T. Son 
and M. A. Stephanov,

Bottom - up approach

Comparing physical mesons and lattice QCD glueballs
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Top-down approach
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Concluding remarks

- Scalar spectrum: the wishful glueballs f0(1710) and f0(1500)

     i) f0(1710) arises in a scheme with small mixing and is mostly 
glueball

    ii) f0(1500)  arises in a scheme with large mixing and is  ~50% 
glueball.  

       The  f0(2020) also  ~50% glueball.


-   The pseudoscalar glueball arises in a strong mixing scenario with 
the eta’ almost 40% glueball and an additional heavy mixed glueball 
with mass  > 2000 MeV.


-   AdS/CFT might support a glueball with mass below 1000 MeV.


-    AdS/CFT supports strong mixing at the f0(1710)


-    AdS/CFT predicts that high mass glueballs will appear unmixed.




Thank you for your attention!!!



Additional information
Chiral Lagrangian





Y=



Bag model


